Relationship of arousal threshold to sleep stage distribution and subjective estimates of depth and quality of sleep.
The relationship of arousal threshold, amounts of various sleep stages, and subjective rating of sleep was studied in two separate experiments involving 7 and 26 young adult subjects, respectively. Electroencephalographic sleep stage data, subjective response data, and arousal threshold data were collected over a series of nights in the sleep laboratory. Only nonsignificant relationships were found between magnitude of arousal threshold and amounts of various sleep stages or subjective rating of sleep quality in between-subjects analyses. However, when the nights representing extremes in arousal threshold were examined within-subject, it was found that nights of high threshold were accompanied by subjective reports of significantly better sleep in both studies and by a significant decrease in the amount of stage W in one study. Arousal threshold was not related to subjective depth of sleep in either study. Rather, subjective ratings of depth of sleep were significantly related to the amount of EEG-defined wakefulness and stage 1.